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Many a ship’s crew has joined or paid-off in Hong Kong. Charter flights first commenced in the mid to 

late 1950s with old four engine propeller airliners, typically taking almost 2 or 3 days to or from the UK 

to complete the Journey, which included several refueling or even lay over stops en-route. By the 1960s 

regular scheduled services were becoming available and a viable option to ship owners wishing to carry 

out crew changes in distant places around the World.  Hong Kong was one of those locations. It is now 

the norm and no one gives a second thought about joining or leaving a ship at Hong Kong, or anywhere 

else for that matter, by air. Flights are so frequent, offering rapid point to point conveyance. 

The late 1950s onwards set the scene for ship crew charter flights.  Most seamen travelled on charter 

flights arranged by the Company, the service was mediocre and basic with no frills, to say the least but 

over the years things improved on airlines such as British Eagle, Airworks-London, Lloyd International, 

Caledonian, Donaldson International, Dan-Air to name but several. Eventually, crew movements were 

booked on regular flights operated by the main stream carriers and the “Seaman’s Charter” was phased 

out. There were concession fares for ship’s crew but I think these may also be a thing of the past. 

Hong Kong was one of the ports used quite extensively for crew change charter flights, the airport was 

known as “Kai Tak”.  

Kai Tak Airport was established by a Mr Ho Kai and a Mr Au Tak (hence the obvious name) who formed 

an investment company to reclaim land in the Kowloon Bay area for development, during 1912. 

However, their intended plans failed and the area was purchased by the Hong Kong Government to be 

used as an airfield. In 1924, a Flying School was established with a small grass airstrip, also used by the 

RAF. Over time there was an amalgamation of the flying clubs to form the Hong Kong Aviation Club, 

which still exists. 

By 1928 and the introduction of flying boat services, a concrete slip was built to accommodate the sea 

planes that used Kowloon Bay as their landing area. A control tower and aircraft hangar were built in 

1935 and 1936 saw the establishment of Hong Kong’s first airline.  

During the war years and occupation between 1941-1945, the Japanese used forced labor to improve 

the two concrete runways, namely, 13/31 and 07/25 (so designated depending on the direction and 

reciprocal compass direction of the runway, for example 13/31 meaning 130 deg/310 deg). During the 

process of construction the Japanese demolished the historic Kowloon Walled City and Sung Wong Toi 

memorial, (a tribute to the last Song Dynasty Emperor) as the materials were required for the new 

runway construction. After the war years, between 1945/46 the airport was used as a Shore 

Establishment for the Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm which was known as HMS Nabcatcher and in 1947 it 

became HMS Flycatcher Royal Naval Air Station.  



During 1946 the Hong Kong Civil Aviation 

Department was formed and took up office and 

also, Cathay Pacific Airways was incorporated, 

operating DC3 aircraft from Kai Tak to Manila and 

as far afield as Australia. Between 1946 and 1958 

the founding partners of CPA, also operated a 

Catalina Flying Boat service between Hong Kong 

and Macau, as they saw an opportunity for 

shuttling passengers and shipments of Gold 

bullion. This was the only option because Macau 

did not have any runway. Hence CPA purchased a war surplus amphibian Catalena from the Philippines. 

By this time Macau had gained a reputation for, and was considered 

to be, the prime location for wheeling and dealing in precious metals, 

primarily Gold and Silver bullion in the Asia region.The air service was 

known as the “Macao Air Transport Company” (MATCO) which, once 

inaugurated, became known as the “one cigarette hop”, airborne just 

long enough to smoke a single stick. However, in 1948 the Catalina, 

nick named “Miss Macao” on charter to MATCO for flights between 

Hong Kong and Macau, and other regional cities, became a victim of 

Hijacking. Whilst on a routine flight between Macau and Hong Kong 

with 26 passengers and crew on board, 4 armed hijackers took over 

the plane demanding it be flown to a remote destination where 

looting of the bullion could take place. However, the perpetrators 

failed in their attempt when one shot the Pilot, causing his body to 

slump across the flight controls and the aircraft to quickly nose dive 

into the Pearl River. There were 26 fatalities, the only survivor being the leader of the hijackers. 

Eventually, in 1960 a new Piaggio P136 amphibian was purchased and operated by a company 

established by Stanly Ho and Roger Lobo; both leading investors holding considerable financial interests 

in Macau’s gambling casinos. The point to point flying time was just 15 minutes and the service operated 

until the mid 1960s, when suspended due to severe silting at the Macau end landing area, caused by a 

build-up of silt and sediment from the Pearl River. It was subsequently superseded by a Helicopter 

service and a fast Hydrofoil Ferry service. 

By 1954, with the constant growth in aviation air traffic, the Hong Kong Government decided that a 

modern purpose built airport should be constructed on the Kai Tak site. This called for the building of a 

new runway 13/31, extending seaward, which was completed by 1957, whilst runway 07/25 remained 

unchanged and in part became the new airport apron for aircraft . It was around this time in 1955, that 

the airport made its movie debut, featuring in the film “The Night My Number Came Up”, which did 

much to quietly place the airport on the map as an Asian aviation hub.  



Prior to the mid-1950s, at this point in its infancy, “Kia Tak” was no more than two concrete runways 

surrounded by mountainous terrain. The so called airport terminal was little more than a “Dairy Farm” 

soda fountain only a short distance from the tarmac that accommodated the parked aircraft. Matters 

remained that way for some years. There was no airport security as we know it today, with passengers 

slowly ambling to and from the parked 

aircraft, in a leisurely manner. 

Air services continued to expand and 

increase in frequency with the 

introduction into service of the new 

Bristol Britannia by B.O.A.C on the 

London-Hong Kong-Tokyo route (see 

left). At this time they became the 

largest aircraft to use the old land 

based runways together with Pan 

Americans DC6 and Qantas Super Constellation aircraft which also operated regular schedules at the 

time.  

It was in 1958 that work on the new NW/SE runway that extended into Kowloon Bay was completed and 

it opened for operations in 1959 when the first ever night flight into Hong Kong was made by a Cathay 

Pacific DC3, who by now was operating a growing fleet of Lockheed Electra passenger aircraft to 

facilitate their expanding number of Asian routes. 

A new Passenger Terminal for Kai Tak International Airport was opened in 1962 to handle the ever 

increasing numbers of passengers, whilst in 1974 the lengthening of the seaward protruding runway was 

increased to an overall length of 3,390m or 11,130 ft.  

To coincide with the lengthening of the runway in 1974, a new state of the art Instrument Landing 

System (ILS) was installed for use with runway 13. This greatly enhanced the safe use of the runway 

during periods of adverse weather and limited visibility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Above, pictured taken during 1971 before the runway length was increased. The ships are at the 

Quarantine Anchorage which was active at the time. I recall on many occasions anchoring at the 

Quarantine Anchorage in Kowloon Bay whilst waiting Pratique, standing on the Bridge and being 

mesmerized by the number of aircraft landing and taking off from the near-by runway. 

 

This Bristol Britannia 312F of Lloyd International Airways G-AOVS, pictured above, was a regular caller at 

Hong Kong, seen preparing for departure on a return charter to Brussels, during 1968.  

Lloyd International was set up in 1961, to specialize in tramping the Far East air routes, specializing in 

Ship’s Crew movements and the growing Air Freight market. Lloyd international Airways commenced 

operations with a DC4 acquired from Icelandic Airlines. Its first deployment was a series of charter flights 

from the UK to several Far East destinations, engaged in carrying ship’s crews. It soon developed the 

business which led to the acquisition of two further DC4s in 1962. This airline was one of the pioneers in 

providing charter flights for ship crews between the United Kingdom and Hong Kong, also, to and from 

other Asian points. 

For my part, I do distinctly remember my first experience of joining a ship by air – it was during my 

apprenticeship sometime during 1963. I had been on leave in Hong Kong and was required to rejoin my 

ship “Levernbank” (southbound on the Orient - South Africa Service) at the port of Bangkok. I was a 

loner as there were no other crew members travelling with me.  

The aircraft was a DC4 (or maybe DC6?) belonging to 

Air Vietnam or Thai Airways (I can’t quite remember 

which), but the same vintage as pictured left, although 

it may have been chartered and operated on their 

behalf by some other airline, because all the flight 

deck crew were European. The cabin crew was Asian. 

By modern standards it was only a short haul flight 

and from memory it was of about 3.5 hours duration.  



 

I was very surprised because the aircraft was virtually empty. The flight from Kai Tak to Don Muang was 

reasonable and uneventful, if not a little noisy. I found it to be bit daunting since most of the other 

passengers appeared to be Buddhist Monks, all dressed in the saffron colored robes. Having arrived 

safely, I spent the night and most of the following day in the delightful Erawan Hotel, awaiting the 

laborious Immigration formalities to be concluded, before being taken by the Agent to Klong Toei and 

boarding the ship where she was berthed. This was followed by another 4 days alongside before 

departing for Singapore and all points west, towards South Africa. What a delight, but it was normal in 

those days! 

 

Kai Tak’s International Airport as it was in the mid 1950s. The 

airport terminal building was basically a small cafeteria with an 

adjacent Airline kiosk and check-in area. Everything was very 

“lay back” without the security we experience today.  

 

 

A new “Temporary” building was opened in September 1959 which was a big improvement and a sign of 

better things to come in 1962. At least passengers were bused to and from the parked aircraft on the 

apron 

 

Above left can be seen the new temporary airport terminal at Kai Tak.  Above right, the easy stroll across 

the apron to board the aircraft, before the new temporary terminal was opened in 1959. 

During the early 1960s ship’s crew changes were generally happy affairs, especially for the homeward 

bound crews with much joviality evident amongst them, many having been away from home for up to 2 

years in some instances. Inbound crews to Hong Kong were usually taken directly to their ship, only 

overnighting at a hotel in Tsim Tsa Tsui (usually a 3 Star) if for any reason the ship had yet to arrive in 



Port. However, overnighting in Tsim Tsa Tsui was no hardship since that was “action headquarters” as 

far as sailors were concerned.  

Below is  a first hand account by one who made such a journey (albeit a different part of the world), 

from Bathurst in the Gambia, to Blackbushe in the UK, during 1956 at the completion of a 20 months 

voyage, which had taken him twice round the world.  

Authored by A R Rawlinson who experienced one of the early crew change charter flights in 1956 :- 

“ We were paid off from the twin screw ship IRISBANK after a 20 month voyage twice round the world 

and with some side trips.  I was 3/0.   The location was Bathurst in the Gambia, West Africa, and it was 

the early autumn of 1956. 

The airstrip itself was corrugated steel used for make-shift runways, and the aircraft that arrived from 

London with the relief crew was a Viking. We were not to know it, but these craft had been involved in 

recent accidents, including a bad one landing at Blackbush Airport South West of London not many 

months before our trip, when many people had been killed. 

The relief crew passed us on the road to and from the so called airport so we never met and there was no 

hand-over as such.  This was a company charter flight and the crew were colorful characters, sitting with 

their feet up and a pair of binoculars held to their eyes, at least this was the case when the door opened 

to the cabin and we got  a peek inside. They were following the African Coast northwards. 

When we took off, someone asked the pilot to fly over the ship which he did, swooping down over the 

masts.  I felt OK but suddenly the sweat was running from the inside of my hands. The young 

stewardess confidently told me it was nerves.   I wasn't so sure, thinking to myself it might have been 

seeing an attractive young female so close up.  

 Inside the cabin was a peculiarity of this type of aircraft, namely, a great big steel beam running 

thwartships, i.e. from wing to wing, presumably to keep them up.  Whatever the reason, it meant all and 

sundry would have to step over the thing to progress either to the front or back of the plane.  It was 

maybe 9 inches to a foot high, and no problem to mariners used to the weather cills into accommodation 

areas.  I thought how odd it was to design a plane with this feature, and my opinion remains the same 

today. 

 This was to be a 2 day trip and we landed and spent the night in the Rock Hotel, Gibraltar.   It was 

heaven, hot baths, great food, civilisation after quite primitive living on a 25 year old ship.   In those 

years, baggage restrictions were unknown, and I clearly recall having a huge teak elephant from Burma 

with me that filled one large suitcase out of 9 that I carried home!  In the morning, we continued on and 

made for Beirritz for a fuel stop before going on to land at Blackbush on a lovely warm evening.   One of 

the lasting memories that will remain with me forever was the coach trip up to London and the pay off. 

 The only word that does it justice is magic. Twinkling lights flashed by as we drove past the many pubs, 

and it looked like heaven.  If this sounds like an exaggeration  I should explain it was what nearly 2 years 

away visiting mostly primitive places around the world did for me.  Under a very strict (but fair) Master, I 



had spent my watches out on the bridge wings, fair weather or foul. That, plus endless days pumping 

cold water for a wash, and enjoying only one bottle of beer a week.  What a contrast!” 

 

The Vickers Viking, a typical type of aircraft used in the mid 

1950s for short or medium haul flights, including those used for 

ship crew changes, such at mentioned above.  There was an 

upsurge of this kind of charter flight from the 1960s onwards.  

Below is an “Airworks” Brochure advertising Charter flights, this 

operator was very active in the “ad hoc” charter market for 

moving personnel, especially to the Far East, in particular 

Singapore and Hong Kong, during 1960s. I am sure many a 

sailor will remember the experience of a flight to or from their ships on one of “Airwork’s” aircraft. The 

airline was also chartered to the MOD for the transportation of troops stationed in the region. Larger 4 

engine airliners were used on the long haul Far East routes.   

                                                                                         Outbound crew flights operated by “Airworks” usually 

departed from either London Gatwick or Southend 

Airport in the UK. “Airworks – London” was later                              

merged and became part of British United Airways      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hunting-Clan was another very active charter operator of the era. Hunting-Clan was a result of an 

amalgamation between the Hunting Group and British and the Commonwealth Shipping Company – 

who were owners of Clan Line, hence the name. Hunting-Clan’s first commercial Britannia service left in 

late January 1959 and during the following 10 days airlifted 170 seamen of various nationalities from the 

UK to India, from Germany to Japan and then returning from Hong Kong back to the UK. Numerous 

other seamen’s charters were operated over ensuing months to the Far East from the UK. In April 1959 

Hunting-Clan (B&C) was awarded a MOD trooping contract to operate 6 flights per month, carrying 

troops from London to Singapore and Hong Kong.  Several UK shipping lines entered the airline business. 

For example, many will remember this era seeing passenger aircraft such as BOAC-Cunard. The early 

1960s signaled Air travel for sailors had well and truly arrived. 



 

A very sleek looking Bristol Britannia owned by the British and Commonwealth shipping consortium.  

Cunard Eagle Airways became another major player with maritime connections during the 1960s. Below 

is a photo of one of their 707 aircraft, winging its way to destinations unknown. The Donaldson Shipping 

Line took a healthy interest in Caledonian Airways, and the Lyle Shipping Group was yet another 

shipping company to take a financial stake in British Caledonian Airways. 

 

By the late 1960s – early 70s scheduled services to 

and from Hong Kong had developed significantly and 

the tendency for shipping companies to charter 

flights for their crew movements started to dwindle 

in favor of the scheduled carrier. It became more 

economical to used scheduled airlines offering a 

wider choice of services, usually at a discounted fare 

structure for bona fide seamen. 

 

Who amongst us can recall those heady days when we joined by air or went home by air? Airport 

Handovers were relatively common along with the dodgy flights we may have experienced. I have vivid 

memories of once leaving a ship in Warri, Nigeria. We boarded a small twin engine aircraft, maybe a 20 

seat commuter type, and proceeded to take off from a jungle airstrip in a ferocious thunderstorm. We 

barely cleared the trees at the end of the runway as the aircraft struggled into the air trying to gain 

altitude. We flew all the way to Lagos at tree top level, just below the cloud base, at what seemed like a 

only few feet above the jungle canopy. The single Pilot was a local and kept telling is not to worry as he 

had done the trip many times….nevertheless, it did not inspire much confidence.  One hick-up with the 

engines and we would have ended up in amongst the trees. All the passengers were deadly silent during 

the trip and visibly shaken, we all thanked God when we at last regained Terra Firma at Lagos. We then 

had a several hour transit whilst awaiting our Caledonian Airways connection to depart for London 



Gatwick (via Kano) – it goes without saying that alcohol flowed freely whilst we waited. I think the BCAL 

cabin crew understood our nervous state and anxiety once they heard of our earlier exploits, and looked 

after us superbly for the duration of our long haul flight. 

The 1970s and 1980s saw unprecedented growth in Kai Tak’s air traffic which placed the airport under 

an excessive degree of strain and caused it to continually work at full capacity. The encroaching 

residential properties around the airport boundary also caused serious noise pollution for nearby 

residents, necessitating the introduction of a night curfew at Kai Tak between the hours of 11.30 pm and 

6.30 am, which hindered airport operations. These factors caused the Hong Kong Administration to seek 

alternative locations for a new airport. After much deliberation the Government decided on Chek Lap 

Kok as the chosen site, just off Lantau Island. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above, a dramatic photo, concentration at its maximum!  It shows an aircraft on final approach to Kai 

Tak Airport’s runway 13, just before touching down. The skill of the Pilot is remarkable. The image is an 

optical illusion obviously, but it does give a good idea of the serious noise pollution experienced by 

nearby residents or those living under the flight 

path, this was only one of the factors that 

expedited the construction of the Chek Lap Kok 

airport project. 

By the 1990’s Hong Kong’s new airport at Chek 

Lap Kok was moving ahead rapidly. Left, can be 

seen the mammoth reclamation that was 

necessary to bring this venture to fruition.The 

new airport, entirely on reclaimed land between 

two islands, Chek Lap Kok and Lam Chau. Once 

completed it had increased Hong Kong’s land 

area by 1%. The airport officially opend for business in July 1998. 



 

 

A Bird’s Eye View of Chek Lap Kok Airport as it stands today. There are muted rumors of further 

extentions yet again, amongst other things to include an upgrade to Freight Terminal capacity. 

 

The relatively new Cruise Ship Terminal constructed on the old seaward pointing runway 13. Hong Kong 

aviation facilities have move a long way since those humble beginnings in the 1950s and when the old 

Cathay Pacific DC3 made that first night landing at Kai Tak in 1959. 
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